Is America's Average Leader Mentally Retarded?
If nothing else, from this day forward, regardless of race or gender, Right-minded American
citizens will begin refusing to continuously support America’s average Unfit Leader. For after
today, America finally comprehends the distinct difference between Rightful and unfit. In Reality,
the only reason Unfit Leaders exist is because most voters foolishly believe in heavily-swayed
American opinion contending Rightful Leader Qualification comes from traditional religious
practice, worldly education, monetary gain and/ or political association.
Unfortunately, opinion has nothing to do with Rightfulness. In fact, long-term opinionating of any
kind suppresses essential brain function needed to see what Rightful is. For this reason, I advise
Reality seekers to trust no one. Simply substantiate Rightfulness for yourself. Find the closest
mirror. [And] ask yourself. Am I swayed by American opinion? Do I support Unfit Leadership? If
so, could my Unfit Leader support be exactly why America is plagued with Adversity?
Reality Confused? Don’t be. Simply substantiate further. For this you will need statistics from
multiple credible sources. Since most credible sources hold public record, we can all substantiate
together. Let’s begin. With America’s average leader secured in place, America’s preexisting
Mostly Negative Circumstances, like Accelerated Elemental Force Exchange; widespread birth
defect; leader corruption; nuclear radiation; innocent harm; war; disease; failing economy; subpar
education; American on American violence, like police brutality; homosexual, race and gender
inequality; foreign and domestic terrorism; air, food & water toxicity; GMO; hate; unwanted
pregnancy; abortion; STD transfer; depression; poverty; infidelity; crime; suicide; exponentially
increased human population; divorce; homelessness; improper housing; rape; God Disconnection
and Rapid Death not only occur, but all are expected to remain.
Betrayed by mindboggling statistics, America’s average voter is revealed to continuously support
American Adversity. More mindboggling is the fact most Americans learn Adversity is not Right
as small children. [So] if American children recognize Adversity, why is it adults do not?
The answer is over 96% of all American adults suffer from Decreased Brain Potential or DBP, a
negatively evolved form of Active Brain Degeneration. DBP is exactly why America’s average
Unfit Leader allows continuous doses of Mostly Negative Circumstance to psychologically
bombard American citizens already suffering.
Cultivated by long-term opinion-based brain malfunction, DBP leaves most American adults
physically incapable of properly recognizing Adversity from the beginning; which is exactly why
many people believe Adversity has no cure. [And] perhaps incurable Adversity would be
acceptable, if it wasn’t for the 100% Rapid & Eternal Death Rate attached to it.
There you have it folks. A 100% Rapid & Eternal Death Rate is exactly why, no matter how good
you believe America's average leader may be, America's average leader is unfit. [And] Unfit
Leader remains nowhere near Rightful.
How do I know all this? Who and what am I? Intelligent questions, my friend. Believe when I say,
I would love nothing more than to answer most questions in a few words or less. However, DBP
also hinders Unlimited (Infinite) Number Comprehension needed to accept who I am from the
beginning. For God’s Future record, Infinity is also known as Unlimited Time.

As of today, no other human or computer is capable of calculating to Infinity. This means, and
please don't take offense, attempt at word-based translation is complete timewaste. For now, think
of Infinity as that Eternal timeshare you’ve spent years investing in. To your misfortune, reading
the fine print never dawns on you. In Reality, your Eternal timeshare was always meant to be
frequented by one of God’s specific design.
By now, you should be pretty familiar with the mostly physical side of Infinity, Reality, also known
as Limited Number or Limited Time. Due to the nature of limitation, Reality can be translated into
word-based language. Take a look at Reality illustration (00) below.
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Like Infinity, whose physical or Real property is mostly infinite, Reality is chemically composed
time. However unlike Infinity, Reality is mostly finite. Finite property physically restricted to
Blueprint Earth is controlled by solar based frequency we distinguish as today, tomorrow and
yesterday. Today is temporary. [And] tomorrow remains unchartered. This means yesterday is
Reality for most people. Note: Illustration (00) demonstrates how 0) yesterday is backward 1)
Infinity is greater than Reality 2) Timespace supports all (physical & Metaphysical) existence.
Reality supporting facts reveal mostly forward programming is needed in order to physically
perpetuate tomorrow. For this reason, yesterday must follow tomorrow’s path of specific design.
With that being said, today is 12101970 when I am born unto Little Debra at 8:30 a.m. in
Brooklyn’s Long Island College Hospital.
At the time, Little Debra is a statistic; an above average human intelligence holding poor black teen
girl turned Single Mother. In Reality, Little Debra is a direct descendant of the Great American
Slave Trade. Talk about irony. What slave owners used to control slaves, God’s Will by-way-of
Christianity, turns out to be Divine karma. Little Debra is God Connected. [And] according to
Beautiful Mother, the moment Little Debra saw my face, Instinct of Motherly Love kicked into
overwhelming gear. Because I am of no coincidence, this means Instinct (Open God Connection)
is Unlimited Number based frequency capable of crossing Infinity into Reality at any time.
My birth marks when Little Debra becomes Beautiful Mother, mentor and legal guardian of La
Resa Edwards, God’s first born superior human offspring. Reality creating Omnipotent
Father decides Beautiful Mother is to have no more children. Instead, she is to curtail Significant
Time lovingly cultivating her “sweet” and “amazingly bright” daughter. Now under Omnipotent
Father’s Metaphysical protection and Beautiful Mother’s physical love, I am free to wield precious
time, which I use to outcalculate Satan’s Minion. [And] when Grandfather approves, Father grants
my Dominion.

Yesterday’s America, bet all farms that God’s first born means Messiah. [And] Messiah means
most powerful. If I am most powerful, this means I automatically qualify as Rightful; whether
anyone likes it or not. Join countless others in silent witness as I lead God’s Army in Holy War.
00) Messiah + Holy War = ARMAGEDDON 01) no one stops The Messiah from ushering in
God’s Future 02) Right minded citizens never even try. I say, submit now puny human! For, Holy
War means God’s is Real. “I am not a puny human, La Resa the Rightful!” Yes, you are. Allow
me to substantiate. In Reality nothing but time exists. Therefore until human host wields time,
human host remains fleeting.
I am curious. If Real-time fleets, exactly why am I the only one living in God’s Future? I mean,
we all have active brains. Right? Oh, I get it. You believe Adversity pleases God. Don’t you? Well,
take it from me 00) voluntary participation in Adversity is mostly negative 01) mostly positive is
needed to Qualify for Ascension 02) Ascension Qualification is most time consuming. [So] if
God’s Future is exactly what you desire, support La Resa Edwards for Peacemaker President,
yesterday!
I know Reality or God’s [limited] Will overwhelms even the proudest Atheist. [But] it’s all good
because with your voluntary support comes Ascension Qualification chance. “Wait, are you saying
God’s Future is for sale, La Resa the Rightful?” Good question. The answer is absolutely! [And]
it’s going to cost you your most valuable possessions. All human hosts physically incapable of
calculating the benefits of pleasing God meet Rapid & Eternal Death. I say, hopelessly lost host,
timewaste not. For, God’s Will reveals you can always die rapidly yesterday, if you choose. [So]
pick your poison. [And] be quick about it. [But] before you leave, make arrangements for the PMO
to collect your unaltered remains for research, crop fertilizer, animal feed and natural product.
For all time-needing others, Eternal Sacrifice is most likely to get God’s Recognition. Once
committed, you may or may not qualify to see tomorrow. Since Infinity is a long time, I do not
suggest risking a glimpse on anything other than Reality. See Reality illustration (01) below.
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God’s NR is the best starting place for one struggling to comprehend Reality (Creation). Note:
Reality illustration (01) demonstrates how 0) though 2 options always exist, only 1 path leads to
God’s Future 1) unlimited is always greater than limited 2) facts supporting God’s Future never
change. For God’s NR, Reality illustration (01) explains exactly why 0) positive is always going
to be greater than negative 1) Natural is always greater than artificial 2) need for things like air,
water and food is always going to be greater than desire for automobile, nuclear plant and GMO.

Obviously, Reality is key to God’s Future. This means cultivating anything outside Reality limits
precious puny human time…
TBC
Contact me for community outreach, interview, lecture and public challenge at
bssplitter@aol.com. For immediate research into my current discoveries, can also go
to @BSSplitter on Instagram & Snapchat; search Youtube: La Resa Edwards, Divine Order, Day
00-015 (adult only).

